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Black Producing dams of Distinction
ZT Ludjteyna and
Geraldyne el Jamaal
by Talitha Bakker

ZT LUDJTEYNA
ZT Ludjteyna, a daughter of Ludjin el Jamaal and
the black US National Champion mare Shahteyna,
was born at the famous studfarm of Count Federico
Zichy Thyssen from Argentina. There she foaled the
amazing colt ZT Marwteyn by Marwan al Shaqab.
In 2012, ZT Ludjteyna was discovered by Ward
Bemong, manager of Athbah Stud. Ward had a great
admiration for Ludjteyna as being a daughter of the
great Shahteyna, a mare Ward still remembered from

his time at Micheal Byatt, where everything has
started for him. He bought Ludjteyna and brought
her over to Belgium. It was there where Ludjteyna
was bred to world champion EKS Alihandro, what
resulted in the black colt Pistorius. In 2016, Pistorius
was named All Nations Cup, Gold medal champion
gelding. Since 2021, ZT Ludjteyna is owned by
Arabian Stud Europe and is booked to the young and
exciting black WH Justice son: ASE Justice el Jamaal
for 2022!

ZT LUDJTEYNA (Ludjin el Jamaal x Shahteyna)
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GERALDYNE EL JAMAAL (Ali jamaal x Gai Natascha)

GERALDYNE EL JAMAAL
The timeless beauty Geraldyne el Jamaal was born at
Lenita Peroy’s famous studfarm Haras Meia Lua in Sao
Paolo, Brazil. The father of Geraldyne is the legendary
Ali Jamaal. A stallion who needs no futher introduction.
Geraldyne is one of his youngest daughters and
comes from the fantastic damline of Gai Natascha.
Gai Natascha was bred by the Gainey farms and is a
daughter of another world famous stallion, Bey Shah
and comes out of Gai Randiance, who is the full sister
to the Halsdon Arabians owned Gai Radiant.
Geraldyne is the combination of multiple genetic
masterpieces. When looking at Geraldyne, you can
strongly see Ali Jamaal resembled in her eyes, her
small pointy ears and her neck. Shake a plastic bag and
Geraldyne will turn into a moving machine, full snort
and blow, like her grandsire Bey Shah. See her under
saddle and you will see the resemblance of Gai Parada.
Before Geraldyne found her forever home with Arabian
Stud Europe in The Netherlands, she left offspring at
two famous breedingfarms in Brazil. The first one being
Haras Serondella, the farm of Fabio Amorosino. “I had
the pleasure to buy Geraldyne el Jamaal directly from
Lenita when she was a filly,” Fabio recalls. “She was a
very nice one! I was very impressed by her overall quality
and balance and was sure she was going to be a great
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producer! Geraldyne is a very strong representative of
her pedigree with the Jamaal unforgiven look associated
with the Bey Shah ‘look at me’ attitude.” In 2010
Geraldyne was sold to Haras Stigmatas, Brazil, in foal
to Henno Serondella. It was here where the first Black
offspring of Geraldyne was born. A gorgeous filly named
Stig Josephine.
In the autumn of 2011, Geraldyne el Jamaal was
sold to Talitha Bakker of Arabian Stud Europe, The
Netherlands.
In 2019, Geraldyne gave birth to an amazing Black colt
sired by the champion maker WH Justice. This colt,
ASE Justice el Jamaal was exactly what you would expect
from the cross WH Justice and Ali Jamaal. The big dark
eyes of Geraldyne/Ali Jamaal and the amazing show
attitude and refinement of WH Justice. ASE Justice el
Jamaal, or Black as we all call him, was noticed by Diaa
Kara-Ali at an early age and was acquired for his Al
Dawla Arabians in Australia. Today, this spectacular colt
has his residence at Elba Training centre in Belgium.
In 2021, Geraldyne gave two black foals by embryo
transfer. One extraordinary pretty filly sired by Magic
Magnifique called Guinevere PKA. This homozygous
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ASE JUSTICE EL JAMAAL (WH Justice x Geraldyne el Jamaal). Owned by Al Dawla Arabians

PISTORIUS (EKS Alihandro x ZT Ludjteyna) Owned by Athbah Stud
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STIG JOSEPHINE
(Henno Serondella x Geraldyne el Jamaal)
Owned by MAR Arabians

black filly is bred and owned by Peka Arabians from The
Netherlands.
The other black foal was born late May and was again
a filly! Sired by D Angelo and bred and owned by Joost
Boel of Elizar Arabians, Belgium.
For 2022, Geraldyne el Jamaal is expecting two foals by
embryo transfer. One sired by the Black stallion AJ Yas
(by AJ Mardan).
Besides exceeding all expectations in the breeding barn,
Geraldyne is also doing high level endurance with
her owner Talitha Bakker. Broken in at the age of 15,
Geraldyne is at the start were most horses would retire.
In the three years of her endurance career, Geraldyne
finished a total of 830km without any elimination!
Her most recent accomplishment is the successful finish
of a 170km endurance ride in the German mountains
“Schwäbische Alb”. With 19 years of age, she is still fit
and full of life! q
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GUINEVERE PKA
(Magic Magnifique x Geraldyne el Jamaal).
Owned by Peka Arabians

